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Kai Technical Assistants!
As well as Actors, Writers, Costume designers and 
Hair & Make up artists, a production team needs 
the help of its Technical Assistants! 
Without them there would be no lights, no sound 
and no cameras!

Today we need you to plan the workload for our 
next feature pantomime film – does that sound 
like a job for you?

birds eye view 
This shot would be taken from above the action. Like a bird looking down from the 
sky, you will only be able to see the tops of the actors heads instead of their faces.
These shots are perfect for capturing car chase scenes!

OVER THE SHOULDER 
This shot would be taken over the shoulder of one of actors, so you can see the 
facial expressions of another character. This shot is perfect for conversations 
between two people!

long/wide shot
This shot will capture all the scenery and characters on set.
This shot is perfect for group scenes like a dance or ensemble acting!

close up
This shot is a zoom-in on one character’s face. It is often used in films and TV
programmes to show the audience the emotions of an actor that some people may miss. 
This shot is perfect for emotional scenes and monologues!CA
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As our new Technical Assistants, it is your job to create the 
perfect camera angles we need to capture the actors on set. 
What shots will you pick?

Now you know the perfect angles for your show, why not train the adults 
in your household as your new technical team and perform your very own 
pantomime? Set up your phone camera and 3 – 2 – 1 we’re rolling!

Show everyone your new tech skills by uploading your video and tagging
@KidZaniaLondon and watch others’ ZaZ performances by following #SupportTheArts!


